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Abstract 

This paper addresses the problem of estimating the availability of multi-product, flexible 

transfer lines. Such lines are composed of several machines in series, and can be used to 

manufacture a variety of products in a batch production environment. The machines are 

subject to random operation-dependent failures, and there are no intermediate buffers 

between adjacent machines. This paper aims to propose an analytical model for assessing 

the steady-state availability of such lines. A simulation model is also developed to mimic 

the real dynamic behaviour of flexible transfer lines. Thousands of production line 

configurations are tested in order to compare analytical results with simulation results. 

We used statistical tests to prove that the proposed formulae are exact and robust to 

model the steady-state availability of multi-product, unbuffered, flexible transfer lines 

subject to random failures. 
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1. Introduction

Production lines are among the most widely studied classes of manufacturing systems 

[1]. They were originally developed for a cost-efficient mass-production of standardized 

products, and are characterized by a product flow pattern, and very high production 

rates [2,3]. Thus, a production line composed of m production stages has a product-flow 

layout in which products are transformed at each stage and flow in order, from stage 1 to 

stage m. 

Two production line classes are often considered: transfer lines and flow lines, with the 

main feature distinguishing them being that with flow lines, production stages normally 

involve manual operations, whereas all manufacturing operations are automated in 

transfer lines. In this paper, we will focus only on the operational issue of automated 

transfer lines. 

Transfer lines are characterized by deterministic operation times and synchronized part      

transfers from one stage to the next. They can be classified according to workstation 

failure type and whether or not intermediate buffers are integrated between stages [4]. 

Buffers are often included to address productivity shortfalls due to equipment failures. 

Nevertheless, the trends toward lean manufacturing imply a need to reduce and more to 

eliminate buffers. When modeling transfer lines, two types of failures are often 

considered:   time-dependent failures and operation-dependent failures. However, it must 

be noted that unlike time-dependent failures, operation-dependent failures cannot occur 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220084715_Design_of_Manufacturing_Systems_Using_Queueing_Models?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/243714285_Balancing_and_Sequencing_of_Assembly_Lines?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/4942951_Queueing_theory_in_manufacturing_systems_analysis_and_design_A_classification_of_models_for_production_and_transfer_lines?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/245329851_Methodology_for_the_selection_of_assembly_systems?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
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while a workstation is not in operation [5-7]. From a practical point of view, operation-

dependent failures are more suited to model transfer lines since the age of manufacturing 

machines depends on their operating horizons [8]. 

 

Most of the research that has been carried out to date has dealt with homogeneous 

transfer lines manufacturing only a single product type [4,9,10]. This homogeneous 

character assumes that transfer lines are perfectly balanced, and so all machine 

processing times are equal. Product requirements – and thus the requirements of 

production systems – have changed dramatically from what they were way back to the 

days of Henry Ford and the famous Model T, and today, ever-changing and more refined 

customer needs are forcing companies to implement more flexible transfer lines, which 

has in turn led to mutation towards multi-model or multi-product transfer lines. 

 

This paper studies multi-product, unbuffered, flexible transfer lines subject to random 

failures. Its aim is to develop an analytical model for assessing the steady-state 

availability of flexible transfer lines, often also known as line efficiency or effectiveness 

[11]. The next section reviews the recent literature dealing with mono-product transfer 

lines. Some reviewed techniques will be extended to the multi-product case, and will be 

compared to the proposed approach. Section three describes the characteristics of the 

studied flexible transfer line, and gives notations and assumptions used in this work. 

Section four proposes a new analytical model for flexible transfer line availability. A 

simulation model is developed in section five, which is used to validate the precision and 

the robustness of the proposed analytical model. Numerical results are presented and 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/232872639_Prediction_of_the_Efficiency_of_Production_Systems_Without_Internal_Storage?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220084202_Manufacturing_Flow_Line_Systems_A_Review_of_Models_and_Analytical_Results?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/4942951_Queueing_theory_in_manufacturing_systems_analysis_and_design_A_classification_of_models_for_production_and_transfer_lines?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220170274_Toward_a_deeper_understanding_of_the_availability_of_series-systems_without_aging_during_repairs?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/265657036_Modeling_and_Analysis_of_Manufacturing_Systems?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/3152421_Steady-state_series_availability?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/3152630_Commentary_Steady-state_series-system_availability?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
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discussed in section six. Finally, in section seven we present concluding remarks and 

recommendations for future research. 

 

2. Availability of mono-product transfer lines 

 

Availability is one of the primary performance measures of transfer lines subject to              

random failure. Availability in fact affects many other important performance measures, 

such as transfer line throughput, workstation utilisation rate, and work in process [12,13]. 

In this section, we present the primary models used to assess the steady-state availability 

of mono-product, unbuffered transfer lines. 

 

2.1. Homogeneous transfer lines 

 

Homogeneous transfer lines are subject to station interference, i.e., blocking and 

starvation [14]. If a station completes an operation with the downstream station being 

failed, it cannot then start a new operation, and it is said to be blocked. Similarly, if a 

station completes an operation with the upstream station being failed, then it can also not 

start with a new part, and is said to be starved. From a reliability point of view, 

homogeneous, unbuffered transfer lines have a serial structure because the entire line 

stops producing if any one of its machines breaks down. Two formulas are proposed for 

assessing the steady-state availability (UTR) of homogeneous transfer lines, depending 

on their failure modes. The UTR of an m-machine, mono-product, unbuffered, 

homogeneous, transfer line subject to time-dependent failures is given by [4,15-17]:  

 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/3151795_Throughput_Availability_in_Markov_Systems?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/3448843_Productivity_of_Parallel_Production_Lines_With_Unreliable_Machines_and_Material_Handling?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
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However, if the transfer line is subject to operation-dependent failures, its UTR is given 

by [4,8,10,15]:  
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It must be mentioned that the use of equation (1) underestimates the effective availability 

of transfer lines [8]. 

 

2.2. Non-homogeneous transfer lines 

 

With homogeneous lines, blocking and starvation result from machine breakdowns. 

However, if the transfer line is not perfectly balanced, the blocking and starvation can 

also be caused by differences in machine operation times. In fact, a machine is blocked 

(starved) on each manufactured part if its processing time is less than that of the 

immediate downstream (upstream) machine. 

 

Gershwin was the first to propose a disaggregation technique for dealing with non-

homogeneous transfer lines [18]. It decomposes each machine into two equivalent 

machines having the same production rate as the fastest machine of the entire production 

line. The first equivalent machine captures the processing time of the original machine, 

while the second one represents its unreliable behaviour. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/225830142_Representation_and_analysis_of_transfer_lines_with_machines_that_have_different_processing_rates?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
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Dallery et al. propose a homogenization technique which consists in replacing each 

original machine with only one equivalent machine, with all equivalent machines having 

the same production rate [19]. As was proposed by Gershwin [18], Dallery et al. assign 

the fastest machine processing time of the original line to all equivalent machines. The 

equivalent machine parameters are evaluated by considering that the original machine 

and its equivalent have the same repair process, and the isolated throughput of the 

original machine and its equivalent are equal. 

 

Liu and Buzacott also use the equivalent machine concept to homogenize non-

homogeneous transfer lines [20]. The processing time of the equivalent line is the same 

as that of the fastest machine of the original line. Four approaches have been proposed to 

determine the failure and repair rates of the equivalent machine. Liu and Buzacott find 

that the approach which considers that “the equivalent machine has the same second 

moment of interdeparture times” is the most effective. 

 

Chen and Yuan propose that the line be treated somewhat as one whose machines have 

the same production rate, which is in fact the smallest production rate among the original 

machines (the bottleneck) [21]. In this case, no modification was introduced to the failure 

and repair rates of the original line machines. Thus, the transfer line steady-state 

availability can be simply evaluated through Equation (2). 

 

Dhouib et al. have developed a simulation model to analyse the effectiveness of the four 

aforementioned proposals in assessing the steady-state availability of unbuffered, non-

homogeneous transfer lines subject to random operation dependant failures [22]. They 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/4871430_Transient_throughput_analysis_for_a_series_type_system_of_machines_in_terms_of_alternating_renewal_processes_European_Journal_of_Operational_Research_155_178-197?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228891917_Simulation_based_throughput_assessment_of_non-homogeneous_transfer_lines?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
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have shown first that the techniques proposed by Gershwin [18], Dallery et al. [19], Liu 

and Buzacott [20] give the same estimation of mono-product transfer line steady state 

availability:  
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The study has also revealed that all proposed approaches underestimate the steady-state 

availability of mono-product transfer lines. Simulation results show that the proposal by 

Chen and Yuan [21] is the most effective approach when the transfer line includes more 

than two workstations.  

 

In this paper, the four aforementioned techniques will be extended to the multi-product 

case, and will be compared to the proposed approach. The next sections present a            

bi-phase homogenization approach to deal with multi-product flexible transfer lines 

subject to operation-dependent failures. 

 

3. Flexible transfer lines: notations, system description, and assumptions 

 

3.1. Notations 

 

Consider a flexible transfer line composed of m machines and manufacturing p different 

products. In this subsection, we present a summary of the notations used in this paper. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/223693581_Approximate_models_of_assembly_systems_with_finite_inventory_banks?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/225830142_Representation_and_analysis_of_transfer_lines_with_machines_that_have_different_processing_rates?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/3020416_An_Efficient_Algorithm_for_Analysis_of_Transfer_Lines_with_Unreliable_Machines_and_Finite_Buffers?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
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The subscripts i and j will be used to denote, respectively, the machine number and        

the product number in a p-product m-machine flexible transfer line (i = 1, 2, …, m, and       

j = 1, 2, …, p). Therefore, Mi denotes the i
th

 machine of the transfer line and Pj denotes 

the j
th

 product manufactured by the transfer line. Generally: 

 

- Lj : batch or lot size of product j. 

- ti : part processing time on a mono-product transfer line machine Mi. 

- tbot : part processing time on the mono-product transfer line bottleneck machine. 

- tmin : part processing time on the mono-product transfer line fastest machine. 

- tji : part processing time of product Pj on machine Mi. 

- tj bot : part processing time of product Pj on the flexible transfer line bottleneck machine. 

- tj min : part processing time of product Pj on the flexible transfer line fastest machine. 

- Tj : total time to process a product Pj with batch size Lj on the flexible transfer line. 

-i : failure rate of machine Mi. 

-i : repair rate of machine Mi.  

- MTTFi : mean time to failure of machine Mi (MTTFi = 1/i). 

- MTTRi : mean time to repair of machine Mi (MTTRi = 1/i). 

-ji
e 
: equivalent failure rate of equivalent machine Mi when manufacturing product Pj. 

-i
e 
: equivalent failure rate of equivalent machine Mi for a mono-product transfer line. 

- URji : utilisation rate of machine Mi when manufacturing product Pj.  

- CFji : failure rate correction factor of equivalent machine Mi when manufacturing 

product Pj. 
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- MURi : mean utilisation rate of equivalent machine Mi for equivalent mono-product 

transfer line. 

- CFi : failure rate correction factor of equivalent machine Mi for equivalent mono-

product transfer line. 

- UTR : steady-state availability of the entire production line. 

- UTRi : steady-state availability of machine Mi. 

- UTRTk : steady-state availability of the flexible transfer line evaluated by Technique k 

(Tk). 

- UTRTk_c : steady-state availability of the c
th

 transfer line configuration based on 

Technique k. 

- UTRs : steady-state availability of the flexible transfer line evaluated by simulation 

model. 

- UTRs
r 

: steady-state availability of the flexible transfer line evaluated by simulation 

model for replication r. 

- UTRs_c : steady-state availability of the c
th

 line configuration evaluated by simulation 

model. 

- UTR_RE : relative error given by comparing analytical availability to simulation 

availability. 

- UTR_MRE : mean relative error given by comparing analytical availability to 

simulation availability for all configurations of a p-product, m-machine 

flexible transfer line. 

- PPwF : parts produced during simulation horizon when the transfer line is subject to 

random failures. 
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- PPoF : parts produced during simulation horizon when the transfer line is perfectly 

reliable. 

 

3.2. System description 

 

The flexible transfer line studied in this paper is an automated production line having 

multiple machines set out in a serial structure, and interconnected through an automatic 

transfer mechanism. The flexible transfer line allows the manufacture of several products 

in a batch production environment. No intermediate buffers are included between 

machines. Each product type flows from outside the transfer line to the first machine 

(M1), and then passes through all machines until it reaches the last machine (Mm), after 

which it leaves the transfer line. 

 

The flexible transfer line is dedicated to producing p products in batches with known and 

finite sizes. Each product Pj is manufactured in a batch of Lj parts. To be processed, a part 

requires a deterministic amount of time (tji) depending on the product type (Pj) and the 

machine (Mi) being used to produce it. Because of a lack of balancing multi-product 

transfer lines, the processing times from one machine to another are different, and the 

flexible transfer line is non-homogeneous. Figure 1 shows a p-product m-machine 

flexible transfer line. 

 

The flexible transfer line manufactures the products in a cyclic manner (Fig. 2): P1, P2, 

…, Pp, P1, P2, …, Pp, … Furthermore, every product flows from machine 1 to machine m 

in order, and requires all machines to be considered as finished product. 
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The flexible transfer line machines are subject to random failures. When a failure occurs, 

the upstream machine is blocked, and the downstream one starved, until the machine 

which failed is repaired. Blockage and starvation also occur as a result of the non-

homogeneous character of the flexible transfer line. 

 

3.3. Working assumptions 

 

A1- The line operates under saturation: the first station is never starved due to lack of raw 

parts and the last one is never blocked due to lack of space. 

A2- Failures are operation-dependent [8]. 

A3- Failure times and repair times are exponentially distributed random variables. 

A4- On failure, parts remain on machines and processing resumes after repair 

completion. 

A5- Transfer times between machines are considered negligible. 

A6- No parts are scrapped. 

 

4. Availability modeling of multi-product flexible transfer lines 

 

Most of the research conducted until now has assumed that transfer lines are dedicated to 

producing a single product type. Savsar and Biles mention that the manufactured product 

can be assumed to be an aggregate of multiple product types [23]. However, no author 

has indicated how to switch from a mono-product to a multi-product configuration. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/245329363_Two-stage_production_lines_with_a_single_repair_crew?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
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Indeed, modeling and analysing flexible transfer lines is a more complex endeavour since 

they imply: a) the existence of a non-homogeneous operational set-up, and b) various 

product types with additional parameters (specific product manufacturing times and 

product lot sizing). 

 

This section proposes a new model for assessing the steady-state availability of multi-

product, unbuffered, flexible transfer lines subject to random failures. It is based on a 

homogenization approach which converts the discrete intermittent operating behaviour of 

the flexible transfer line into an equivalent one with a continuous operating behaviour. 

 

Consider the effective discrete workload of a flexible transfer line machine Mi (Fig. 3). 

We note that machine Mi operates intermittently when manufacturing products P1 and P3, 

for example. However, it operates continuously when manufacturing product P2. This 

behaviour depends on the position of the bottleneck machine with respect to the 

manufactured product; machine Mi is the bottleneck machine when manufacturing 

product P2, but not so when manufacturing products P1 and P3. Since the machine’s 

failure mode is operation-dependent, it means machine Mi does not age during idle 

periods. Hence, for a specific product Pj, and for each part produced, the period during 

which a machine Mi is idle is equal to tj bot – tji. 

 

Based on these observations, the proposed homogenization approach consists of two 

phases: homogenization by product type and global homogenization. 
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4.1. Homogenization by product type 

 

The first step of the homogenization approach consists in isolating each manufactured 

product and converting the discrete operating behaviour of each original machine into a 

continuous mode for each manufactured product (Fig. 4). 

 

Consequently, each of the equivalent flexible transfer line machines is assumed to be 

operating in a continuous manner when manufacturing each product type with a reduced 

capacity and the reduced capacity depends on the machine utilisation rate for each 

machine-product pair. 

 

Accordingly, the original flexible transfer line can be assimilated into an equivalent one 

with machines operating continuously. For each specific product type Pj, every equivalent 

transfer line machine Mi has a processing time equal to that of the bottleneck machine    

(tj bot), an equivalent failure rate (ji
e
), and a repair rate equal to that of the corresponding 

original machine (i).  

 

The equivalent failure rate of the equivalent machine when manufacturing product Pj is 

equal to the failure rate of the original machine when operating at full capacity multiplied 

by a correction factor CFji:  

 

 e

ji i jiCF    (4) 
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The failure rate correction factor CFji is equal to the utilisation rate of the original 

machine Mi when manufacturing product Pj: 

 

 ji

ji ji

jbot

t
CF UR

t
   (5) 

 

where:  1maxm

jbot i jit t  

 

4.2. Global homogenization 

 

The second step of the homogenization approach consists in converting the workload of an 

equivalent flexible transfer line machine Mi (Fig. 4), into a steady and continuous 

workload (Fig. 5). 

 

Hence, the original multi-product flexible transfer line is assimilated into a homogeneous 

equivalent one manufacturing just a single product type, and operating continuously, with 

steady capacity. Each equivalent mono-product transfer line machine Mi has an 

equivalent failure rate (i
e
), and a repair rate equal to that of the corresponding original 

multi-product machine (i). The equivalent failure rate of any equivalent mono-product 

transfer line machine which has been estimated by the weighted average of all equivalent 

failure rates of the equivalent multi-product machine Mi (Eq. 4); it can be obtained by: 

 

 1

1

p e

ji jje

i p

jj

T

T













 (6) 
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 The weight corresponding to a specific value ji
e
 can be estimated by the total time 

required to manufacture the entire batch of the product Pj on the flexible transfer line (Tj), 

where Tj is given by: 

 

 j jbot jT t L   (7) 

 

By replacing ji
e
 and CFji with their corresponding values (Eqs. 4, 5), the equivalent 

failure rate of any equivalent mono-product transfer line machine Mi can be simplified as 

follows: 

 

 1

1

p

ji jje

i i p

jbot jj

t L

t L
 






 






 (8) 

 

Thus, the equivalent failure rate of any equivalent mono-product transfer line machine is 

equal to the failure rate of the original machine Mi when operating at full capacity, 

multiplied by a correction factor denoted as CFi:  
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1

p

ji jj

i i p

jbot jj
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CF MUR
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 (9) 

 

The failure rate correction factor CFi is estimated through the mean utilisation rate of 

machine Mi when manufacturing all product types. Therefore, the steady-state 

availability of a multi-product, unbuffered, flexible transfer line subject to operation-

dependent failures can be evaluated using equation (2), and replacing i with i
e
 (Eq. 8). 
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In the case where all manufacturing products have the same batch size, the equivalent 

failure rate of a mono-product equivalent machine Mi is reduced to: 

 

 1

1

p

jije

i i p

jbotj

t

t
 





 



 (10) 

 

Furthermore, if the flexible transfer line manufactures only one product type (p=1), the 

equivalent failure rate of an equivalent machine Mi can be obtained by: 

 

 e i
i i

bot

t

t
    (11) 

 

where ti / tbot is the utilisation rate of a mono-product non-homogeneous transfer line 

machine Mi when operating without failures. 

 

5. Multi-product flexible transfer line simulation model 

 

To assess the effective value of the steady-state availability of multi-product, unbuffered, 

flexible transfer lines subject to operation-dependent failures, a general discrete event 

simulation model was developed with the AweSim/VisualSlam system [24]. The 

simulation model allows the evaluation of the performance of the proposed bi-phase 

homogenization approach and its associated model in assessing flexible transfer line 

availability. It also analyses the performance of extended versions of equivalent 

techniques by Gershwin [18], Dallery and al. [19], Liu and Buzacott [20], and the 

proposal by Chen and Yuan’s [21] to the multi-product case. The simulation model 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/4871430_Transient_throughput_analysis_for_a_series_type_system_of_machines_in_terms_of_alternating_renewal_processes_European_Journal_of_Operational_Research_155_178-197?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-27745afa-8f16-43c4-b274-ca4564dbf239&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyNTM0ODg4ODtBUzozMjU4NTQwNjk1NzU2ODBAMTQ1NDcwMTA3MjU1NQ==
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mimics the actual dynamic and stochastic behaviours of flexible transfer lines. It can be 

used with various numbers of machines, different product types, lot sizes, processing 

times, and failure and repair rates. The flow chart of the simulation model is given in 

Figure 6, with the following description of its four principal modules: 

 

1- INITIALIZATION: sets, for each experiment, the number of line machines, the 

number of product types, the lot sizes, the processing times, the mean time to failure, 

and the mean time to repair for each machine. The simulation horizon and the warm-

up period after which statistics are cleared are also assigned at this step. 

2- PRODUCTION: controls the flow of parts through the production line. Blocking and 

starvation due to failures and to the non-homogeneous character of production lines 

are managed in this module. 

3- FAILURE and REPAIR: sample times to failure and repair durations for each machine 

from their respective probability distributions. This module allows changes in machine 

state and adjusts, for each machine, the effective failure instance according to the 

operation-dependent failure mode. 

4- UPDATE PERFORMANCE: saves the number of parts produced during simulation 

horizon. This allows an assessment of the production line steady-state availability: 

 

 
s

PPwF
UTR

PPoF
  (12) 

 

where PPoF can be evaluated using the following equation: 
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The simulation ends when the current simulation time TNOW reaches the simulation 

horizon. 

 

The effective availability given by the simulator is compared to that given by each 

studied technique through the Student’s t-test, with the following H0 hypothesis: 

 

H0: the availability given by the analytical formula (UTRTk) is not different from the 

effective one generated by the simulation model (UTRs). 

 

For each line configuration, N simulation replications are performed to obtain N incurred 

UTRs observations. For the 1- confidence level, H0 is accepted if the value of the            

t-distribution with  degrees of freedom and a confidence level 1- (i.e., t,1-/2 for two 

sided tests) is greater than the absolute value of t0 given by: 

 

 0
2

s TkUTR UTR
t

S
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  (14) 

  

where:       
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2

1 1
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Each simulation is executed during a horizon whose length depends on the number of 

products manufactured by the flexible transfer line. A 100,000 unit time warm-up period 
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has been considered to guarantee the stability of performance measures. 10 replications 

were realised with each production line configuration. So, For N = 10 and  = 5%,         

the Student’s t-test table gives t9,0.975 = 2.262. Therefore, the Hypothesis H0 is accepted if 

t0  2.262.   

 

6. Numerical examples 

 

Consider a multi-product flexible transfer line composed of m stations, and 

manufacturing p products. In this study we have analysed thousands of flexible transfer 

lines with a number of stations m varying between 3 and 10, and a number of products p 

being equal to 3, 5, and 9 products.  

 

To analyse the effect of individual machine availability on global production line         

availability, two ranges for individual machine availability are considered: low 

availability (UTRi  70, 75%), and high availability (UTRi  95, 100%). The input 

data utilised for these configurations are given below. 

 

6.1 Input data 

 

In this research, and for each configuration of the multi-product flexible transfer line, all 

parameters were generated randomly by following the next procedure: 

 

A- For each product Pj manufactured by the flexible transfer line (j = 1, 2, …, p): 

1- Select randomly a machine to be a bottleneck one (bot = 1, 2, … or m) 
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2- Randomly generate the processing time on the bottleneck: tj bot  10, 25 (time 

units). 

3- For each machine Mi of the m-machine flexible transfer line (i = 1, 2, …, m): 

a. Randomly generate the utilisation rate of machine Mi: URji  70%, 100% and   

i ≠ bot 

b. Evaluate, for i ≠ bot, the machine processing time by: 

 

ji ji j bott UR t   (15) 

 

4- Randomly generate the lot size of product Pj: Lj  500, 1 000 (parts). 

B- For each machine Mi of the flexible transfer line (i = 1, 2, …, m): 

5- Randomly generate the individual availability of machine Mi (UTRi). 

6- Randomly generate its mean time to repair: MTTRi  30, 100 (time units). 

7- Calculate its mean time to failure by the following equation: 

 

 
1

i
i i

i

UTR
MTTF MTTR

UTR

 
  

 
 (16) 

 

A Visual Basic program was developed to automatically generate, and according to the 

above procedure, thousands of random configurations of flexible transfer lines. 

 

6.2 Numerical Results 

 

To analyse the performance of the studied models, many programs were developed using 

Visual Basic programming language. These programs contributed to automating several 
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processes used in generating and analysing results: random configuration generation, 

evaluation of analytical models, analysis of simulation results, and evaluation of 

Student’s t-tests and errors generated by comparing analytical results with effective 

simulation results (Fig. 7). 

 

Table 1 gives, for example, ten randomly generated configurations for a flexible transfer 

line having three workstations and manufacturing three products. It gives the 

characteristics of manufactured products and transfer line workstations. Based on the 

proposed analysis methodology (Fig. 7) and experiments of Table 1, Table 2 

consequently summarizes the steady-state availability generated by the simulation model, 

by the proposed technique (DGL), by the proposal by Chen and Yuan (C&Y) [21], and 

by the equivalent technique (GDLB) proposed by Gershwin [18], Dallery et al. [19], and 

Liu and Buzacott [20]. For the equivalent GDLB technique, the flexible transfer line 

steady state availability can be evaluated by: 
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Table 2 also states the relative availability errors (Eq. 18), and the Student’s t-test 

acceptance by comparing analytical results with those obtained through simulation. 
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_
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UTR UTR

UTR


   (18) 

 

where: c: is the randomly generated c
th

 configuration of a p-product, m-machine   

transfer line. 

_s cUTR : is the mean simulated UTR of the c
th

 line configuration (mean of                          

10 replications). 

Tk : technique to evaluate flexible transfer line availability (Tk = DGL, GDLB, C&Y). 

 

Tables 3 and 4 show the values of UTR mean relative errors (Eq. 19) – mean for 100 

randomly generated configurations for each p-product, m-machine flexible transfer line – 

and the percentage of successful Student’s t-test obtained by comparing results of        

each technique with simulation results, respectively when UTRi  70, 75% and       

UTRi  95, 100%. 
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6.3 Discussion 

 

The results given in Tables 3 and 4 show first that the proposed technique (DGL) 

generates a negligible error compared with simulation results for all flexible transfer line 

configurations. The mean relative error remains under 0.2% for all analysed 

configurations, irrespective of transfer line length, the number of products being 
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manufactured, and the individual machine availability range. The results also show that 

hypothesis H0 is accepted for all line configurations when using the proposed technique. 

This confirms that the steady-state availability formulations for multi-product, unbuffered 

flexible transfer lines based on the proposed technique are accurate and robust. 

 

However, Tables 3 and 4 show that the relative error generated by the extended 

techniques to the multi-product flexible transfer lines by Gershwin [18], Dallery et         

al. [19], Liu and Buzacott [20], and Chen and Yuan [21] increases accordingly with the 

number of the flexible transfer line machines. Furthermore, and compared to simulation 

results, all these techniques underestimate effective availability of flexible transfer lines.  

 

In the other hand, figure 8 explains that the error generated by techniques GDLB and 

C&Y does not fluctuate significantly when the number of product types being 

manufactured by the flexible transfer line increases. Finally, and as observed by Dhouib 

et al. in the case of mono-product transfer lines [22], technique C&Y outperforms 

equivalent technique GDLB. Effectively, C&Y technique generates less error than   

GDLB technique. 

 

7. Conclusions and recommendations 

 

This paper examined the assessment of the steady-state availability of multi-product, 

unbuffered flexible transfer lines subject to random operation-dependent failures.             

A bi-phase homogenization approach was proposed, which consists in transforming the 
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discrete intermittent operating behaviour of the flexible transfer line into a steady and 

continuous operating mode. Based on this homogenization approach, analytical 

formulations are also proposed to evaluate the steady-state availability of flexible   

transfer lines. 

 

In order to analyse the precision and robustness of the proposed homogenization 

approach and its resulting analytical formulations, a general discrete event simulation 

model was developed. It allows the mimicking of the actual dynamic and stochastic 

behaviours of such flexible transfer lines. Thousands of production line configurations 

with different lengths, product types, and randomly generated machine processing times, 

lot sizes, failure and repair rates were tested (lines including from 3 to 10 machines and 

manufacturing 3, 5, or 9 products). 

 

Comparing analytical and simulation results, we can show that extended techniques to the 

multi-product case by Gershwin [18], Dallery et al. [19], Liu and Buzacott [20], and Chen 

and Yuan [21] lead to significant errors, and underestimate the effective availability of 

flexible transfer lines. On the other hand, the proposed homogenization technique      

suited the simulation results for all randomly generated transfer line configurations 

perfectly. Furthermore, statistical tests confirm the precision and robustness of the 

proposed formulae. 

 

This research should be extended to develop analytical models for analysing more 

complicated systems, such as multi-stage production lines with inventory banks, 

assembly/disassembly systems, and cellular production systems. 
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Fig. 1.  p-product, m-machine flexible transfer line. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.  Workload of a 3-product flexible transfer line machine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.  Workload of a typical p-product machine Mi (discrete mode). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.  Workload of equivalent p-product machine Mi (continuous mode). 
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Fig. 5.  Workload of equivalent mono-product machine Mi (continuous mode). 
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Fig. 6.   General discrete event simulation model for multi-product flexible transfer lines. 
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Fig. 7.  Analysis methodology for comparing analytical results with simulation results.  

 

 

Fig. 8.  UTR mean relative error of studied techniques versus simulation (UTRi  70, 75%).  
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(a) Product characteristics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(b) Machine characteristics (UTRi  70, 75%) 

 

Table 1.  Randomly generated configurations for a 3-product, 3-machine flexible transfer line. 

 Product 1 Product 2 Product 3 

Flexible transfer 

line configurations 
t11 t12 t13 L1 t21 t22 t23 L2 t31 t32 t33 L3 

1 17.99 20.58 16.20 650 21.62 20.07 20.42 854 10.24 10.68 10.01 686 

2 17.51 24.06 24.43 682 12.80 15.69 17.87 734 12.94 14.47 11.28 639 

3 19.68 22.35 22.45 955 13.32 10.36 13.40 766 10.47 8.17 11.60 787 

4 11.50 10.81 9.03 522 11.41 14.44 14.21 989 16.02 11.99 12.00 823 

5 14.76 16.15 12.89 816 13.11 11.47 9.50 728 23.59 22.07 19.19 644 

6 21.13 23.79 19.71 548 17.94 17.50 18.42 511 15.05 16.40 18.15 751 

7 14.27 17.71 14.54 634 10.83 10.77 7.78 695 11.56 15.47 13.04 628 

8 14.51 19.43 19.07 827 12.88 17.59 16.45 729 20.24 21.31 15.03 605 

9 11.11 8.88 8.20 500 15.58 18.05 17.12 540 10.77 10.39 12.88 574 

10 17.67 14.95 20.57 878 13.59 16.03 12.22 664 8.58 11.43 11.18 548 

… … … … … … … … … … … … … 

 Machine 1 Machine 2 Machine 3 

Flexible transfer 

line configurations 
MTTR1 MTTF1 MTTR2 MTTF2 MTTR3 MTTF3 

1 64.09 186.54 32.03 95.69 89.44 266.33 

2 44.38 110.97 77.95 202.61 97.56 243.64 

3 75.84 184.93 91.28 215.53 64.03 151.36 

4 37.66 98.61 55.52 132.64 97.40 230.21 

5 70.20 210.16 73.30 171.24 57.22 160.67 

6 41.43 111.10 44.82 123.31 89.67 242.02 

7 97.66 260.78 73.81 188.56 81.71 197.01 

8 91.17 253.90 76.53 218.88 61.67 153.67 

9 35.16 94.86 96.44 231.44 91.47 226.89 

10 43.88 117.98 44.94 130.13 33.32 83.75 

… … … … … … … 
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GDLB: refers to the equivalent technique by Gershwin [18], Dallery et al. [19], and Liu and Buzacott [20] 

C&Y: refers to the proposal by Chen and Yuan [21], DGL: refers to the proposed technique. 

 

Table 2.  Comparison of simulation results with analytical results for production line 

configurations of Table 1  

 

 

 UTR (%)  UTR_RE (%) 
Accepted Student’s           

t-tests 

Flexible transfer 

line configuration 

Simula-

tion 
DGL GDLB C&Y  DGL GDLB C&Y DGL GDLB C&Y 

1 51.3257 51.3317 44.3094 49.6500  0.0116 13.67 3.264 1 0 0 

2 48.7596 48.7965 32.6310 45.7645  0.0756 33.07 6.142 1 0 0 

3 46.1971 46.1353 34.8636 44.3138  0.1339 24.53 4.076 1 0 0 

4 47.9910 48.0207 35.3360 44.9718  0.0617 26.36 6.291 1 0 0 

5 49.9129 49.8166 36.8001 47.2092  0.1928 26.27 5.416 1 0 0 

6 49.3297 49.3996 41.3548 47.4634  0.1416 16.16 3.783 1 0 0 

7 49.1540 49.1015 35.6781 45.8573  0.1067 27.41 6.706 1 0 0 

8 50.2187 50.1821 32.8583 47.3924  0.0729 34.56 5.627 1 0 0 

9 48.2657 48.3657 38.2332 45.6510  0.2071 20.78 5.417 1 0 0 

10 50.5743 50.6281 35.1972 47.2779  0.1063 30.40 6.517 1 0 0 

… … … … …  … … … … … … 
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Table 3.  UTR mean relative errors and accepted Student’s t-tests resulting from comparing 

simulation results with studied analytical techniques (UTRi  70, 75%)  

 

 

Table 4.  UTR mean relative errors and accepted Student’s t-tests resulting from Comparing 

simulation results with studied analytical techniques (UTRi  95, 100%) 

  

Number 
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(%) 
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(%) 
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(%) 

 

UTR_MRE 

(%) 

Accepted 

Student’s 
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(%) 

 3 

3   0.08821065 100  24.0221588 0  5.42910316 0 

4   0.08816368 100  29.5900747 0  6.83983041 0 

5   0.09133787 100  32.1601839 0  7.80488687 0 

6   0.10799181 100  35.1050614 0  8.66105825 0 

7   0.12062543 100  37.5830161 0  9.27135782 0 

8   0.13620527 100  38.5700564 0  9.78397356 0 

9   0.13917206 100  40.7055591 0  10.2303786 0 

10   0.14976247 100  41.2736451 0  10.6079263 0 

            

N
u

m
b

er
 o

f 
P

ro
d
u

ct
s 

5 

3   0.05990899 100  23.5021912 0  5.24570065 0 

4   0.06637277 100  29.5775932 0  6.84445426 0 

5   0.07891914 100  32.3083462 0  7.76514574 0 

6   0.09411104 100  34.9198968 0  8.70077252 0 

7   0.11360067 100  37.5619280 0  9.23199331 0 

8   0.09989136 100  38.8445349 0  9.91370695 0 

9   0.12506294 100  40.6375025 0  10.2996609 0 

10   0.16114315 100  41.4739280 0  10.7721840 0 

            

 9 

3   0.05284090 100  23.7800632 0  5.33554311 0 

4   0.06757900 100  29.0729848 0  6.85011550 0 

5   0.07106429 100  32.4279961 0  7.86560995 0 

6   0.08691862 100  35.3835930 0  8.73469392 0 

7   0.07783048 100  37.4666852 0  9.33743741 0 

8   0.07744580 100  39.1037550 0  9.96193380 0 

9   0.10605383 100  40.6294297 0  10.3656059 0 

10   0.10585076 100  41.4971570 0  10.6632000 0 
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P

ro
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3 
3   0.0469301 100  26.817553 0  0.70604954 0 

10   0.0912515 100  60.508538 0  2.74390757 0 

           

5 
3   0.0610456 100  26.790125 0  0.74570065 0 

10   0.0809626 100  60.830587 0  2.77218403 0 

           

9 
3   0.0763310 100  26.563491 0  0.71180387 0 

10   0.0720817 100  60.717858 0  2.68683933 0 




